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OPEC UNDER PRESSURE AS OIL PRICES REMAIN BELOW US$80/BBL   
FALLING OIL PRICES ARE TESTING OPEC UNITY AS THE NOVEMBER 27 MEETING LOOMS  

 

 

 

 

 INVESTMENTS MAY GO UP OR DOWN IN VALUE AND YOU MAY LOSE SOME OR ALL OF THE AMOUNT INVESTED 

• Oil prices have fallen by over 20% since the end of August, as OPEC is alleged to have started a price war to 
maintain its market share in light of the rapid growth of shale oil in the US in recent years.  

• Ultimately, the key to greater support in oil prices lies with OPEC and we believe that the oil cartel, which has 
been in existence since 1960, will not fall apart and will eventually commit to cutting back on oil production. 

• While US production is abundant, with oil production at multi-decade highs there is little potential for US crude 
exports in the near-term, capping the negative impact the over-supply in the US has on global prices.  

 

WTI crude and Brent are now trading over 20% below the 
US$100/bbl level that is considered a “fair price” by most OPEC 
producers and that has historically been defended by the 
OPEC. While weak global demand for oil and distillates 
combined with ample global supply of crude has weighed on 
both Brent and WTI prices over the past few months, OPEC 
inaction contributed to push oil prices below US$80/bbl. OPEC 
has historically played a fundamental role in keeping oil prices 
above US$100/bbl. However, OPEC members entered a price 
war in October, selling their oil at a discount in Asia and the US 
in order to retain their market share.  

  

The key to greater support in oil prices lies with OPEC. 
According to OPEC’s Secretary General, US shale oil 

producers will be the most hurt by persistently low oil prices 
while OPEC will be broadly unaffected. While different oil fields 
have different breakeven costs, most US shale oil, which 
accounts for most of the global oil production growth over the 
past few years, has a breakeven price in the range of US$60-
US$80. According to the IEA, 82% of crude oil and 
condensates production from the United States has a 
breakeven price of US$60/bbl or lower. However, the majority of 
OPEC countries are estimated to require oil prices of at least 
US$90-US$100/barrel to balance their government budgets. 
Hence, we believe it is a matter of time before OPEC start to 
reduce supply and that could happen as early as November 27, 
when OPEC holds its next meeting. 

There appear to be a clear split between Gulf OPEC members 
and the remaining countries in terms of cutting oil production to 
sustain oil prices. Saudi Arabia and other Gulf members have 
publicly opposed a production cut, while Libya, Venezuela and 
Ecuador have urged oil price support ahead of the next OPEC 
meeting. Currently OPEC produces 30.5mn barrels per day, 
0.5mn barrels above the current production ceiling of the 
organisation. Most non-Gulf members are calling for Saudi 
Arabia to bear the brunt of the supply reduction as they allege 
that is where the majority of the overproduction comes from.  

With the future of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries at risk, we believe Saudi Arabia will have to cut 
production in order to soothe the increasing restlessness of the 
other OPEC members. We reiterate our positive view on both 
Brent and WTI and believe prices will recover from current low 
levels. (Click here for our Trade View on Oil).  
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FOR INVESTMENT PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY, NOT FOR PUBLIC DISSEMINATION – PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE RESULTS. 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

This communication has been issued and approved for the purpose of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 by ETF Securities (UK) Limited (“ETFS UK”) 
which is authorised and regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).   

Investments may go up or down in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested.  Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. You 
should consult an independent investment adviser prior to making any investment in order to determine its suitability to your circumstances.  

The information contained in this communication is for your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. This 
communication should not be used as the basis for any investment decision. Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and any investments may go 
down in value.  

This communication may contain independent market commentary prepared by ETFS UK based on publicly available information. Although ETFS UK endeavours to ensure 
the accuracy of the content in this communication, ETFS UK does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Any third party data providers used to source the 
information in this communication make no warranties or representation of any kind relating to such data. Where ETFS UK has expressed its own opinions related to product 
or market activity, these views may change. Neither ETFS UK, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective, officers, directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability 
whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this communication or its contents. 

ETFS UK is required by the FCA to clarify that it is not acting for you in any way in relation to the investment or investment activity to which this communication relates. In 
particular, ETFS UK will not provide any investment services to you and or advise you on the merits of, or make any recommendation to you in relation to, the terms of any 
transaction.  No representative of ETFS UK is authorised to behave in any way which would lead you to believe otherwise. ETFS UK is not, therefore, responsible for 
providing you with the protections afforded to its clients and you should seek your own independent legal, investment and tax or other advice as you see fit. 

This communication is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in 
the United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this communication nor any copy hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the 
United States.  

This communication constitutes an advertisement within the meaning of Section 31 para. 2 of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz  - WpHG); it is not 
a financial analysis pursuant to Section 34b WpHG and consequently does not meet all legal requirements to warrant the objectivity of a financial analysis and is also not 
subject to the ban on trading prior to the publication of a financial analysis.  

 


